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At Sage and Ylang Redefining Beauty, we are committed to consistently
strive towards making minimal or no impact to the environment as we run
our business. Because the word 'sustainability' is not heavily regulated, we
aim to clearly state our mission in this area.

We have identified 6 areas of commitment in order to cultivate sustainable
practices. Our work towards sustainability is ongoing as we take small steps
forward. We believe that everyone, brands and consumers alike, can play
their part to protect and preserve our planet. 

While practicing sustainability to reduce global warming in itself is noble and
responsible, we would like to share another compelling reason which makes
us totally passionate about this. We believe in responsible stewardship,
meaning one should take care of the resources placed under his or her care.
The earth is aging, and we can’t reverse this to what it was decades ago.
However, with everyone playing their part as a good steward of the
resources available, the world can definitely be a better and more
comfortable place to live in.
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As we design and formulate our product lines, our commitment to
sustainability helps us steer away from ingredients that are known to
have a negative health and environmental impact. (link #SAYNO List)
We innovate highly efficient multi-tasking skincare products to reduce
skincare steps. The goal of this minimalist approach to skincare
regime is to reduce carbon footprint.

Design and Formulation1.
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2.1. Renewable sources:
We avoid petrochemical-derived ingredients as listed in our SAYNOList

2.2. Bio-degradable ingredients 
We use mainly sustainable ingredient alternatives produced using green
chemistry method.

2.3.We choose to avoid controversial skincare ingredients:
View our SAYNOList under and SAYChemicalPolicy

2.4. We ethically source our ingredients with traceable supply chain:
- We use certified organic, fair trade, ethically wild-crafted ingredients
whenever possible.
- We state clearly the percentages of organic, plant-derived, or wild-crafted
ingredients

2. Ingredient Sourcing

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0002/6784/5687/files/SAYNO_List_Brochure_pdf.pdf?v=1632195533
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0002/6784/5687/files/SAYNO_List_Brochure_pdf.pdf?v=1632195533
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0002/6784/5687/files/SAYNO_List_Brochure_pdf.pdf?v=1632195533


3. Manufacturing Practices
The Society

All Sage & Ylang products are made in our GMP manufacturing lab in
Singapore. We source for the best ingredients from all over the world and
ensure that our suppliers hold membership to credible organizations that help
provide supply chain transparency around environmental and ethical efforts.
We choose our ingredients based on their green chemistry attributes. This
further allows us to reduce our carbon footprint. In manufacturing our
products, we use the cold process method which does not involve any use of
heat. Conventional methods of manufacturing use the hot process method
where temperatures as high as 80 Celsius are used to heat up raw ingredients.
By using cutting-edge plant-derived emulsifiers, we are able to use the cold
process method of manufacturing and this help reduce our carbon footprint
tremendously.

Almost 100% of our skincare and haircare line are manufactured without the
use of heat.
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Over 90% of Sage and Ylang's packaging is made from glass. Instead of the usual
glass, we have chosen a special type called the Miron Violet Glass. The glass
material has the ability to preserve the freshness of our products, and they are
recyclable. We do encourage our customers to return the bottle back for recycling.
Here is the link to SAYREUSEINITIATIVE
We have done away with outer packaging but offer biodegradable and reusable
jute/canvas bags for bundle purchases. Delivery by post is packaged in recyclable
postage boxes and cushioned with wood or recycled paper shavings to protect the
bottles from potential damage. We do not advocate excessive outer packaging in
order to reduce waste.

4. Packaging

With the ever-increasing greenwashing strategies in the market, Sage & Ylang
is committed to educating our customers in the area of safety, efficacy, and
sustainability in skincare. We share information on sustainability via
#SAYtransparencythursday on our social platforms (link to IG and FB). The
purpose of education is to help customers make informed decisions when
purchasing personal care products.

5. Education

6. Community

Agape International Missions (AIM)
Xrtpeace
One Tree Planted
Touch Community Singapore

We are a founder-led business, and the core of who we are is rooted in finding
ways to inspire and make a positive impact in this world. We feel strongly that
giving back to the community is part of sustainable business practices.
Hence, we set aside 10% of our earnings to donate to charities and causes
that inspire us. We do so because we want to pitch in and do our part in aiding
the less fortunate. Whenever you purchase Sage & Ylang products, you are
also donating to impact people's lives. We are currently supporting these
non-profit organizations:
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https://sageandylang.com/pages/says-initiative-to-sustainable-beauty
https://sageandylang.com/pages/says-initiative-to-sustainable-beauty
https://www.instagram.com/sageandylang/
https://www.facebook.com/sageylang
https://aimfree.org/
https://www.xrtpeace.com/
https://onetreeplanted.org/pages/business-sustainability?ads_cmpid=1632807775&ads_adid=110558595996&ads_matchtype=b&ads_network=g&ads_creative=470236372251&utm_term=business+plant+trees&ads_targetid=kwd-382448122710&utm_campaign=&utm_source=adwords&utm_medium=ppc&ttv=2&gclid=Cj0KCQjw5uWGBhCTARIsAL70sLJ8hZLhws4nh723rV5tsV5H_d8wi55LFOtE1h2weKUbwOimzC4_lkQaAvPiEALw_wcB
https://www.touch.org.sg/


Irene Chong

Director, Founder of Sage and Ylang

Our passion for sustainable, green, and ethical skincare has led to the creation of Sage
and Ylang's beauty collection. We are committed to ensuring that every ingredient is
thoroughly researched and tested, and we avoid the use of questionable and potentially
toxic ingredients.

Our products are formulated with safety, sustainability, and efficacy in mind, and we
source the best ingredients from across the world. Our suppliers hold memberships to
credible organizations, which help provide supply chain transparency around
environmental and ethical efforts. 

SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES POLICY

Irene
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